Fig. S1: Automatic recording of MS trajectories. A -
The picture shows an OHC considered adequate for measurements (3 s recording in the same focal plane, MS clearly identifiable and also in focus for the length of the experiment, etc). Arrows identify MS. B -The MS of interest (usually more than one per cell) are selected. Here, for clarity, we are showing a single selected MS (red dot). C -Image of the first frame of the movie MS1.mov (also included in Supplemental Information) showing the point being automatically tracked by the software.
Movie MS1.mov:
The coordinates of the red dot (the point being tracked, see Fig. S1 ), as well of those defining the cell axis, were recorded and stored frame by frame, and the angles between the lines connecting the maximum positive and maximum negative values and that corresponding to the field direction (coincident with the x-axis) were estimated off-line performing the correspondent corrections associated with cell movement if necessary. The cell in this movie was stimulated with bursts (100 ms on/off) of an 8 Vpp, 50 Hz square wave. Initially, the trajectory of the MS was elliptical, and the displacement vector (connecting the extreme vertices of the trajectory) formed an angle of approximately 30 degrees with the electric field; after 2 s of stimulation this angle decreased and, rather suddenly, becames nearly parallel to the electrical field. Since the movie was recorded at 1,000 fps but is shown at a normal video rate (30 fps), it is in slow motion and runs for about 4 minutes A -A typical OHC before (top left) and after (bottom left) being osmotically challenged (in this case the cell shortened by 17%). Two points, one at the cuticular plate and the other at the basal pole of the cells, were selected defining the longitudinal axis of the cell; distinct MS were also manually selected. The software followed the displacements of the selected MS recording frameby-frame the correspondent coordinates. The distances from each MS to the apical and basal points and to the longitudinal axis of the cell, and hence the displacement vectors, were calculated from these coordinates. B -Top: Relationship between MS location and displacement length. The minimum of the fitting curve placed the central plane of the OHCs (dashed green line) at a distance of the cuticular plate equivalent to 58% of the total length of the cells' body. Bottom: MS average displacements at the apical (4.12±0.61 µm) and basal (3.44±0.64 µm) regions were significantly larger than those of MS attached at the mid-region of the cells (1.42±0.24 µm, p≤0.01). C -Top: The displacements of MS attached to the apex and base of the OHCs were frequently parallel to the cells' longitudinal axis, whereas MS at the mid-region moved mostly laterally. Bottom: The average angle of MS trajectories respect to the longitudinal axis of the OHCs was significantly (p≤0.02) higher in the mid-region (31.5±4.6 degrees) than in the apex (10.3±5.1 degrees) and the base (14.9±6.3 degrees) of the cells. We tested the hypothesis that the increase in electromotile amplitude over time was related to a progressive increase in OHC turgor induced by EAEF stimulation. In hypoosmotically challenged cells, however, we observed a similar increase in electromotile amplitude over time that in control cells, leading us to reject that hypothesis. As shown in the figure, electromotile amplitude was initially lower, required more than 3 s to reach its maximum value, and this final value was significantly higher (~3% to 3.5% of total cell length) in high turgor than in control cells. We speculate that changes in the response, specially the significant increase in amplitude near the end of the stimulation period, may be the result of an independent mechanism possibly related to improved effectiveness of the hydraulic communication of motor force. 
Movie MS2.mov:
The cell in this movie was stimulated with bursts (100 ms on/off) of a 50 Hz square wave varying from -145 mV to +95 mV. Initially, the displacement vector (connecting the extreme vertices of the trajectory) was vertical, near perpendicular to the cell's longitudinal axis. However, and rather suddenly, it rotated about 60 degrees clockwise increasing its alignment with the cell's longitudinal axis, and maintained approximately this orientation until the end of the experiment. The movie was recorded at 1,000 fps, but is shown at a normal video rate (30 fps) and runs for about 6 minutes In summary, MbCD increased total electromotile amplitude (A) primarily by its impact on the apical region of the cells (B). The time required to reach plateau was lower for MbCD-treated cells than for control cells, suggesting that cholesterol depletion not only increased OHCs' electromotile amplitude but also shortened the time for cells to reach their working regime. CSW, in contrast to MbCD, decreased total electromotile amplitude mainly by its effect on the middle region of the OHCs (A and C), without changes in the time required to reach the maximum output. Our measurements confirmed the inhibitory effect of Y-27632 on OHC's electromotile amplitude (1) , and demonstrated that the maximum decrease takes place at the midregion, with a lesser effect on the other areas (A-D). (2) . Importantly, it is also similar to the distribution of axial diffusion angles of membrane lipids measured by Boutet de Monvel and co-workers with fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) techniques (3).
